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Abstract: The demand for electricity production has been consistently raising since the last century. 
In the future, the tendency is to grow even further. Concerning this fact, renewable energy and 
specifically, wave energy should be considered as an alternative for energy production. However, 
devices suitable to harness this renewable energy source and convert it into electricity are not yet 
commercially competitive. This paper is focused on the structural analysis of a wave energy 
converter (WEC) through the numerical study of several design parameters. Tridimensional 
computer aided design (3D CAD) numerical models were built and several Finite Element  
Analyses (FEA) were performed using a commercial finite element code. The main components of 
the WEC were simulated assuming different materials. The Von Mises stress gradients and 
displacement fields determined by FEA demonstrated that, regardless of the WEC component, 
materials with low Young’s modulus seems to be unsuitable for this application. The same is valid 
for the material yield strength since materials with higher yield strength lead to a better structural 
behavior of the WEC components. The developed 3D CAD numerical model showed to be suitable 
to analyze different combinations of structural conditions. 
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1. Introduction 

The demand for energy production, specifically for electricity, has been consistently raising 
since the last century. More recently, in the last decades the world energy consumption increased 
considerably and in the future the tendency is to grow even further. Renewable energy sources will 
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soon play an important role. Among them, ocean wave energy is one of the most promising 
alternatives to fossil fuels regarding the production of electricity [1]. The energy that can be 
extracted from sea waves offers a high-power density when compared with more developed 
technologies like solar and wind energies. Although suffering from strong inter-annual and 
inter-seasonal variabilities [2,3], wave energy supplies a more stable source of renewable energy, 
when compared with those renewable energies. This allows the utilization of wave energy  
converters (WEC) over the year. Moreover, their customization through engineering solutions will 
permit to match those devices to different ocean climates [4]. 

Although at an early stage of development, wave energy must be considered as a promising 
source of energy supply. However, suitable devices to deal with this kind of energy source and 
convert it into electricity are not yet technically feasible and commercially available. It is expected 
that they will be in the medium and long term, as they are currently under development. Some of the 
several WEC concepts being tested have already reached full scale [5]. However, they are not yet 
competitive and require a great deal of investigation in several areas, namely from structural, 
dynamics and aerodynamics standpoints. Finite element analysis (FEA) has been extensively used in 
several engineering domains. In the renewable energy field, the structural and fatigue analysis is 
mainly dedicated to wind systems [6,7,8]. Still, its application to the wave energy field is not so 
much exploited, being primarily devoted to mooring systems [9] and inspired by the knowledge 
gathered from offshore floating structures, like oil platforms and shipbuilding [10,11,12]. 

This numerical study is focused on structural and fatigue analysis of a floating point WEC 
through numerical results obtained by FEA. The objective is to avoid plastic deformation and short 
fatigue life. It is divided in several parts, described as follows: a) The first purpose comprises the 
analysis of several WEC design parameters, such as the type of materials and dimensions employed 
in the WEC components. It will be shown if there is any relation between different materials and 
dimensions, and stress concentrations and displacement fields, to avoid plastic deformation. b) The 
second goal includes the analysis of the influence of several buoy characteristics, such as dimensions, 
geometries and submerged conditions. It will be shown if there is any relation between buoy 
dimensions or components’ dimensions or the selection of different materials and stress 
concentrations and displacement fields, to avoid plastic deformation. In what concerns the buoy 
geometries, it will be determined which is the one leading to the best WEC structural behavior. 
Concerning the buoy submerged conditions, it will be determined the buoy critical position. c) The 
final aim comprises the analysis between fatigue and materials and dimensions selected for the WEC 
components. 

It is expected that numerical results, obtained by means of simulations, could give some 
guidance to improve the structural components, to enhance their mechanical performance on the 
structural and fatigue behaviors of the entire WEC. Specifically, it is intended to show if there is any 
relation between applied forces (simulating several sea conditions) and the selection of dimensions 
and materials of the WEC components. WEC components can, thus, be optimized to reach the best 
structural performance, according with several specific characteristics [13–16]. 

Finally, this paper does not aim to show any kind of correlation between structural problems and 
energy production. Moreover, this paper is not focused on any structural problems observed in a 
specific WEC. 
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2. Wave Energy Converter 

2.1. Characterization 

Based on a well proven conventional design of a near shore floating point absorber WEC 
defined by a very small characteristic dimension when compared with the typical wave length [17] 
this study analyzes, from a structural standpoint, several design parameters. The main components of 
the WEC used in this study include a floating buoy (assumed to have different characteristics) 
connected by supporting cables to a double effect hydraulic cylinder. An electric linear generator, 
connected to the piston rod of the double effect hydraulic cylinder acts as power take-off (PTO) 
responsible by the conversion of the wave energy into electrical energy. A cardan joint connects the 
double effect hydraulic cylinder to the mooring system. The cardan joint allows six modes of motion, 
however and due to simplicity reasons the buoy is assumed to oscillate only in heave mode. Figure 1 
schematizes the WEC used in this study. 

 

Figure 1. 3D CAD model of the WEC. 

Its working principle is quite simple: when submitted to the sea waves the buoy heaves upwards 
under the influence of a wave crest and heaves downwards under the effect of a wave trough. 
Therefore, the piston rod of the hydraulic cylinder can travel between a fully advanced position and a 
fully retracted position, respectively. 

2.2. Numerical model 

The objective of this study is to analyze the influence of several design parameters, such as 
buoy characteristics–dimensions, geometries and submerged conditions–on the WEC structural 
behavior, when a resultant force is applied to the external surface of the buoy. Therefore, three 
different geometries were considered for the buoy–spherical, cylindrical and tulip (tulip geometry 
results from a combination between a cone and a cylinder). Additionally, for the spherical buoy 
geometry, three different radiuses were assumed. Three different submerged conditions were also 
considered for the buoy–totally submerged, partially submerged and buoy at the surface. 

To perform the study, a tridimensional computer aided design (3D CAD) numerical model was 
initially built and several FEA were performed through the Simulation tool of SolidWorks®  
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software [18]. This commercial finite element code needs, among other inputs, the pressure value 
related with the resultant force that acts upon the buoy. That value was obtained, by means of 
simulations, by a time domain simulator obtained from the dynamic model of the WEC [19].  
Figure 2 shows the boundary and load conditions applied to the developed 3D CAD models [20]. 

 

Figure 2. 3D CAD models with boundary and load conditions. 

Concerning the boundary conditions, it can be observed that the inferior half of the cardan joint 
is rigidly fixed. This means that constraints of no displacements and rotations are applied to simulate 
the WEC mooring system at the sea bottom [20]. 

The finite element model for the three buoy geometries is shown in Figure 3. For a better 
accuracy, a relatively fine mesh of triangular elements was applied. The selected solid mesh resulted 
from the meshing sensitivity study previously performed [20]. 

 

Figure 3. Mesh geometry for the three buoy geometries. 

Regarding the elastic material properties of the buoy, most of the buoys commercially available 
employ different materials for the core and shell. However, due to simplicity reasons, it was assumed 
that both the buoy core and shell are made of polyethylene. Additionally, it is assumed that all 
remaining components of the WEC are made of stainless steel AISI 316 (SS) and/or high strength 
steel (HSS). Table 1 summarizes the relevant elastic material properties considered for both the buoy 
and the remaining components of the WEC [20]. 
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Table 1. Selected elastic material properties for the WEC main components. 

Material Young’s modulus [MPa] Poisson coefficient Yield strength [MPa] Density [kgm-3] 

Polyethylene 1860  10-6 0.39 30 940 

AISI 316 SS 193000 0.27 172 8000 

HSS 21000 0.28 620 7700 

3. Dynamic Model and Simulator 

The resultant external force assumed to act upon the buoy was computed by means of 
simulations obtained from a dynamic simulator based on the dynamic model of the WEC. Due to the 
dynamic model nonlinearities, the simulator was built in the time domain using Matlab/Simulink 
software. 

The dynamic model of the WEC assumes that the floating buoy is excited by sea waves. Linear 
wave theory is used since it is also assumed that wave amplitudes and oscillations are sufficiently 
small when compared with the wavelength [5,17]. The external force acting on the buoy results from 
the influence of two forces: i) hydrostatic force resulting from the combination of PTO force, 
buoyancy force exerted on the buoy due to the instantaneous buoy position with respect to the 
seawater free surface and drag force; ii) hydrodynamic force decomposed into two components 
acting upon the wetted buoy surface, known as heave excitation force due to the incident waves 
acting upon the assumed stationary buoy and radiation force due to the energy transfer from the 
heaving buoy to the waves that are being radiated away from the buoy [17]. The derived equations 
were grouped into a dynamic model block, under individual subsystems. Another block simulates the 
sea waves. Several inputs such as buoy and wave data, among others are needed to run the 
simulation. A more detailed description about the dynamic model and simulator can be found in [19]. 

Pressure values, needed as inputs in the commercial finite element code, were obtained from the 
relation between the resultant external force acting upon the buoy [it was assumed a maximum 
resultant hydrodynamic force of 50 × 103 N (peak to peak amplitude)] and the projected area of the 
buoy. Those values can change due to variations, for instance, in the buoy geometry or radius and/or 
in wave parameters. If the wave input parameters are modified different results will be obtained. 

4. Results and Discussion 

To analyze the influence of several buoy characteristics–dimensions, geometries and submerged 
conditions–on the structural behavior of the WEC, several simulations were done using the 
Simulation tool of SolidWorks® software [18]. FEA provides an insight into the magnitude of the 
displacement (deformation) and stress concentrations, as well as their location. In the following 
figures areas where maximum values occur are displayed in red. Notice that when considering the 
wave crest, the hydraulic cylinder piston rod is assumed to be at fully advanced position. This 
position of the hydraulic cylinder piston rod leads to a higher magnitude of stresses in the piston rod 
than those achieved for the retracted position of the hydraulic cylinder piston rod, as shown in [20]. 
Therefore, results presented hereafter correspond to the full advanced hydraulic cylinder piston rod. 
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4.1. Influence of buoy submerged conditions 

The influence of the three different submerged buoy conditions–buoy at the surface, partially 
and totally submerged buoy–on the structural behavior of the WEC is shown in Figures 4 and 5, 
respectively. Stress and displacement fields are displayed for the spherical buoy geometry. 

For the buoy at the surface, a considerable decrease on both maximum stresses and 
displacements was obtained. This is remarkable for the totally submerged buoy, where stresses and 
displacements reached values around six and eight times, respectively, lower than those verified for 
the partially submerged condition of the buoy. Among the three positions considered, the partially 
submerged buoy position corresponds to the critical buoy position. Moreover, this is the most 
expected position of the buoy when it heaves due to the action of the sea waves. Therefore, only the 
submerged condition corresponding to the buoy partially submerged was considered in the following 
analysis. 

 

Figure 4. Von Mises stress field for 200 mm radius spherical buoy for different buoy 
submerged conditions: a) totally submerged, b) partially submerged and c) at the surface. 

 

Figure 5. Displacement field for 200 mm radius spherical buoy for different buoy 
submerged conditions: a) totally submerged, b) partially submerged and c) at the surface. 
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4.2. Influence of buoy dimensions 

Figure 6 shows the Von Mises stress gradient determined by FEM for partially submerged 
polyethylene spherical buoys with radius of 100 mm, 200 mm and 400 mm, respectively. 
Corresponding displacement fields are shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 6. Von Mises stress field for a) 100 mm, b) 200 mm and c) 400 mm radius spherical. 

 

Figure 7. Displacement field for a) 100 mm, b) 200 mm and c) 400 mm radius spherical. 

It can be seen from Figures 6 and 7 that the spherical buoy with radius of 100 mm leads to the 
lowest values of stresses and displacements and, consequently, to the best mechanical structural 
behavior because the yield strength of the materials is never attained and plastic deformation is not 
reached. 

For the radius of 200 mm and 400 mm the scenario is substantially different. Plastic 
deformation is reached for most of the components (excluding the buoy) since maximum stress 
values largely exceed the yield strength of AISI 316 SS. The collapse of the structure is, therefore, 
predictable. This conclusion is supported by the displacement field values shown in Figure 7. The 
increase of the buoy dimensions lead to a significantly increase of the displacements, reaching 
unacceptable values for the two highest radii simulated. As expected, maximum displacements take 
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place at the buoy and at the supporting cables, whereas areas of highest stress concentration occur in 
the piston rod and in the supporting cables. 

4.3. Influence of buoy geometries 

The influence of the buoy geometry on the structural behavior was also studied. Figures 8 and 9 
illustrate the resulting Von Mises stress and displacement fields for the three different buoy 
geometries under study. 

Results reveal that for maximum stress values, no significant differences were observed 
between geometries. However, for the cylindrical buoy geometry, a greater number of WEC 
components are submitted to maximum stress values. Additionally, since maximum stresses are 
greater than the yield stress of the AISI 316 SS used for the supporting cables, piston rod and cardan 
joint, plastic deformation is reached. The greatest magnitude of stresses and displacements founded 
in the cylindrical geometry is justified by its higher projected area (where the corresponding pressure 
is applied). 

 

Figure 8. Von Mises stress field for a) cylindrical, b) 200 mm radius spherical and c) tulip. 

If the comparison between buoy geometries is made in terms of the displacement field values, 
the superior mechanical behavior achieved by the spherical geometry is unquestionable, which is 
confirmed by the lower displacements obtained, as shown in Figure 9. For cylindrical and tulip buoy 
geometries and for the design parameters considered–applied load, dimensions of the components 
and materials–the displacements have the same magnitude of the component dimensions, which 
means that greater deformations take place and that the collapse of the structure is reached. 

This situation can be avoided by adjusting (function of the magnitude of the applied resultant 
force) the dimensions and/or through a suitable selection of the elastic material properties of the 
WEC components, as shown in the following section. 
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Figure 9. Displacement field for a) cylindrical, b) 200 mm radius spherical and c) tulip. 

4.4. Influence of the material and dimensions selected for the WEC components 

The WEC numerical model that was developed allows the single simulation of each one of the 
following design parameters–material and dimensions selected for the WEC components or their 
combination. 

As an example, Figure 10 shows, for the 200 mm radius spherical buoy, the influence on 
maximum stress and displacement values if HSS with yield strength of 620 MPa is selected for the 
components, instead of the original SS with yield strength of 172 MPa (values from Table 1). 
Although a slight increase on the buoy deformation, maximum stresses decrease substantially. 

 

Figure 10. a) Von Mises stress and b) displacement fields for 200 mm radius spherical 
buoy, HSS components, 15 mm supporting cables and 20 mm piston rod diameters. 

Concerning the resizing of the WEC, an increase of 5 mm on both the supporting cables and 
piston rod diameters was considered. Additionally, a different selection of materials was also 
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assumed for the components, which are now assumed to be made of HSS instead of SS. 
Figure 11 shows the results obtained in terms of maximum stress and displacements. A 

significant reduction of maximum stress and displacement values was obtained. 

 

Figure 11. a) Von Mises stress and b) displacement fields for 200 mm radius spherical 
buoy, HSS components, 20 mm supporting cables and 25 mm piston rod diameters. 

Table 2 summarizes all cases and combinations previously studied. 

Table 2. Studied cases and combinations. 

 Von Mises stress field [MPa] Displacement field [mm] 

Cylindrical Figure 8 Figure 9 

Spherical Figures 4, 6, 8 Figures 5, 7, 9 

Tulip Figure 8 Figure 9 

Buoy totally submerged Figure 4 Figure 5 

Buoy partially submerged Figure 4 Figure 5 

Buoy at the surface Figure 4 Figure 5 

100 mm Figure 6 Figure 7 

200 mm Figures 4, 6, 8, 10, 11 Figures 5, 7, 9, 10, 11 

400 mm Figure 6 Figure 7 

Table 3 compiles the maximum Von Mises stress field and displacement field values, 
numerically obtained by means simulations. 

From the obtained FEA results, simulated load magnitude, dimensions of the components and 
selected material, it is shown that: i) increasing the buoy dimensions leads to a significant increase of 
both maximum values of stresses and displacements, which means that an increase of plastic 
deformation can be expected for the highest radius tested; ii) spherical buoy geometry leads to the 
lowest values of stresses and displacements, when compared with the tulip, but mainly with 
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cylindrical buoy geometries and iii) partially submerged condition corresponds to the critical buoy 
position since highest maximum stresses and displacements are reached. 

Table 3. Maximum values. 

Figure Von Mises stress field [MPa] Figure Displacement field [mm] 

Figure 4a 33 Figure 5a 0.9 

Figure 4b 194 Figure 5b 7.6 

Figure 4c 176 Figure 5c 3.4 

Figure 6a 137 Figure 7a 2.7 

Figure 6b 194 Figure 7b 7.6 

Figure 6c 198 Figure 7c 9.7 

Figure 8a 198 Figure 9a 9.5 

Figure 8b 194 Figure 9b 7.6 

Figure 8c 197 Figure 9c 9.7 

Figure 10a 370 Figure 10b 5.1 

Figure 11a 230 Figure 11b 3.4 

4.5. WEC fatigue lifetime prediction 

The influence of the materials selected for the components and corresponding dimensions, as 
well as the increase of stress concentration on the WEC fatigue lifetime estimation is briefly 
presented in this section. 

The fatigue lifetime of the WEC components is predicted by the number of cycles to failure N. 
The Soderberg failure criterion was chosen to perform FEA [21]. A load cycle with a stress ratio R  
of −1 was chosen to simulate the external resultant force acting upon the buoy due to the sea waves. 

The simultaneous action of fatigue and corrosion causes pitting at the surface of the components. 
Pitting corrosion acts as stress concentrations points, where fatigue cracking will start and grow 
rapidly. Since steels do not exhibit a definite endurance limit when tested in a corrosive environment, 
the surface finish factor, KA, which represents the surface condition modification factor, could be 
taken as a fatigue strength reduction factor ranging from 0.1 to 1 [22,23]. This factor was used to 
simulate numerically the action of the corrosion since it is equivalent to the reduction of the number 
of cycles that cause failure at a certain alternating stress [24]. Values of KA equal to 0.1, which 
simulates an accelerated corrosion process and 0.5, corresponding to an acceptable surface finish 
value for a considerable number of cycles in the long-term fatigue, were chosen to simulate the 
fatigue phenomenon with and without corrosion, respectively [23]. 

The influence of two different fatigue strength reduction factor KA on the fatigue life prediction 
is shown in Figure 12. 

An effective reduction in fatigue life occurs with the decreasing of KA due to the increase of the 
induced stress concentration, as shown in Figure 12a. In fact, as better surface finish is, lower is the 
stress surface concentration. This means that the component fatigue strength is greater because the 
probability of fatigue nucleation cracks is reduced. 

Nevertheless, for a number of cycles greater than 106, surface parameters such as surface finish, 
type of coating, surface material metallurgical state, surface residual stresses, among others, must be 
improved. 
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Figure 12. Number of cycles to failure for 200 mm radius spherical buoy, 15 mm 
supporting cables, 20 mm piston rod diameter, HSS components: a) KA = 0.1 and       
b) KA = 0.5. 

Alternatively, other kind of materials or components dimensions can be tested, as shown 
through Figures 13 and 14. 

The influence of two different materials on the fatigue life prediction is shown in Figure 13. As 
expected, SS presents a better fatigue strength when compared with HSS. However, both materials 
lead to a reduced number of cycles before failure namely at the supporting cables and piston rod. 

 

Figure 13. Number of cycles to failure for 200 mm radius spherical buoy, 15 mm 
supporting cables, 20 mm piston rod diameter, KA= 0.5 for a) SS and b) HSS 
components. 
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Figure 14. Number of cycles to failure for 200 mm radius spherical buoy, HSS 
components, KA= 0.1 and for a) 15 mm supporting cables and 20 mm piston rod diameter, 
and b) 20 mm supporting cables and 25 mm piston rod diameter. 

Concerning the influence of the dimension of the components on the fatigue strength, as 
expected and shown in Figure 14, no effective reduction in fatigue life is observed. Figure 14b shows 
a very slight increase of fatigue strength mainly for the supporting cables. When corrosion and 
fatigue happen simultaneously it can be expected that the increase on the dimensions of the 
components affect positively the fatigue strength. In fact, in fatigue with corrosion the crack 
initiation phase is very small, becoming the duration of the propagation phase dominant in the 
component life. Thus, it can be expected that greater component dimensions lead to greater fatigue 
strength. This is due to the longest path the crack must travel through until the occurrence of the final 
break of the component. 

From these results, it can be concluded that the developed numerical model can also be used to 
predict and optimize the fatigue lifetime of the WEC components. 

5. Conclusion 

A brief characterization of the WEC used in this study is initially given. A numerical model of 
the WEC was developed and its performance evaluated using a finite element commercial code. The 
influence of several design parameters, such as buoy dimensions, geometries and submerged 
conditions on the structural behavior of the WEC, was analyzed and numerical results were obtained. 
Supporting cables were assumed as rigid bodies, thus neglecting their flexibility. For the magnitude 
of the simulated applied force, dimensions of the components and materials selected, FEA results, 
obtained by means of simulations, demonstrate that the increase in buoy dimensions leads to the 
increase on both maximum stress concentrations and displacement fields. The increase in buoy 
dimensions requires the resizing of the components or the selection of materials with greater yield 
strength, to avoid plastic deformation. It was also shown that the spherical buoy geometry leads to 
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the best WEC structural behavior since it induces lower stresses and displacements. Furthermore, it 
was also demonstrated that the cylindrical buoy geometry leads to a chaotic scenario due to a high 
level of stresses and displacements when compared with spherical and tulip geometries. In what 
concerns the three buoys submerged conditions, it was verified that the partially submerged buoy 
corresponds to the critical buoy position, since highest maximum stresses and displacements are 
reached when compared with the other conditions. Results obtained from fatigue life analysis 
demonstrate the capacity of the developed WEC numerical model to predict the maximum number of 
load cycles before failure. 
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